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Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) applications can take big advan-
tage of Context Awareness approaches. Parameters such as user mobility,
passengers comfort reaction and pollution emission levels (CO2) can
enrich such applications during the decision making phase. Moreover,
the expanding in ITS services offers great opportunities for travelers to
find the best route to reach their destinations with the lowest or fair
costs. It can offer a selecting methodology for optimal route that adapted
with some processing parameters like CO2 level, ticket cost, waiting or
connection times and the overall traveling time plus the comfortability
reaction for each means of transportation) in real time environment
using Machine Learning (ML) tools like Q-Learning or SVM: Support
Vector Machines. This paper aims at conducting a comparison study
for green ITS routes (i.e. the lowest CO2 levels). The study compares
between Q-Learning and SVM techniques for identifying different va-
riety of routes between two stops as ranked routes from best to lowest
based on some traces gathered from some known transportation traces.
Reinforcement Q-Learning is applied to validate the first phase in our
approach to recommend the best means and SVM is used to validate the
prediction phase about the best route among different routes built based
on three means of transportation (metro, train and bus).

1 Introduction

The ITS network is considered as the most important el-
ement of concern to the countries in the modern smart
cities era. It is being the arteries that pass through
continues chain of business activities, social, cultural
and tourism that promote the march of the national
economy for its role in providing services to the sectors
of production and other services, and is reflected from
providing employment opportunities. Therefore, the
new ITS construction projects occupy the first initia-
tive in sustainable development programs and projects
to achieve higher rates of growth and development
through the provision of passenger traffic between all
stations or cities of the proposed new development.
The governments directions are focused on planning
and implementations of future stations that help in
the preparations and developments of the countries
through intelligent decision mechanisms.

Today, the need for an ITS solution becomes crucial
to provide a smart solution for managing the traffic
on country’s roads network. Significant outcomes ex-
pected of using ITS are to provide a smooth, smart,
and sustainable transport means.

Moreover, distributing the passengers over all the
available transportation means (like buses, cars, trains,
planes, and ships) can lead to some kind of balance
between them and help in solving the problems of
traffic jams. This aim can be achieved if there will
be an implementation of intelligent systems having
clear information about some states statistics like cur-
rent traffic means available, roads status, passengers
per day and pollution’s emitted per trip. Those imple-
mented systems can predict the long term situation of
city or state transportation system behavior and rec-
ommend the future planning for new smart cities. An-
other important thing is the world climate changes due
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to transportation activities. Those changes are serious
and can be affected by the huge carbon emission levels
from different means of transportation and hence the
dangerous consequences on the humanity life. This
could be an incentive to optimize and reduce the CO2
emission either from public or private transportation
means that will lead the concept of Green-ITS.

Context Awareness (CA) approach can be used to
enrich the ITS services as it can adapt the control sys-
tem dynamics. This shall grasp the potential advan-
tages, which influence the control strategies taken to
manage the transportation system especially, in mul-
timodal traffic management. The multimodal traffic
station has different crossings of different transporta-
tion means like metro,train, bus, and etc.

This paper is an extension of the work originally
presented in (ICECTA) conference [1].

Through the work, we improved the previous im-
plementations about advanced ITS traffic flows man-
agement [2]. The aim of the previous paper was to
choose among different transportation means the best
one. We considered the recommendation of the best
transport mean from the available three means of trans-
portation in multimodal station with crossing of metro,
bus and train. This recommendation is done based on
some user and system parameters at any time (t) for
any passenger decides to reach a specific destination
using the previous means. We used a reward based Q-
learning approach to choose the best transport means
available in multimodal stations. In the second phase
of this work, we propose using Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) for their reputation in classification ac-
curacy or prediction speed comparing to the previous
approach.

The context of SVM foundations had been devel-
oped in 1995 by Vapnik [3] and obtained high popular-
ity in different applications due to some attractive and
intelligent features, and the promising performance in
empirical tests [4].

To conclude our work, the goal is to select among
different routes available between two stations the best
one for the destination. The selection is carried out by
classifying some collected ITS traces about all the pos-
sible routes including combinations between different
means of transportation at any time (t). Moreover, we
considered the influence of new parameters that are
missed in the previous work [2] like:

• The passenger waiting time at the starting station
till the arrival of transportation mean.

• The passenger waiting time if there is a con-
nection(s) between different or same transport
means to reach specific destination.

• The measurement of CO2 pollution from each
trip.

Furthermore, the performance evaluation study in
this work is done based on real traffic statistics that
gathered in real time from SNCF T ransilien [5] and
V ianavigo [6] French sites. This data covered some

working and week-end days during one month testing
period from the French transportation network of Paris
area.

The construction for paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2, we introduce the related work done in
ITS decision-makings analysis and management using
Machine Learning (ML) tools. Then, Section 3 presents
the Reinforcement Q-Learning model then the SVM
for the context aware ITS multimodal stations. After-
ward, the evaluations done for the proposed models
and their results are compared with different selected
use cases of working and week-ends days in Section 4.
This is conducted through extensive simulations based
on collected real-time statistics from the French SNCF
T ransilien site [5]. Finally, Section 5 concludes and
highlights the perspectives of this work.

2 Work Background

An Intelligent Agent (IA) term in ITS domain has been
defined as: the agent which receives precepts from the
environment and based on that takes smart actions
[7]. The IA is considered as the transportation station
in our study. This agent has the capability to take
decisions based on the gathered reactions from the
passengers. Upon received those reactions, a context-
aware learning system is used to optimize the taken
decisions. Then, it proposes an accurate guides for all
passengers crossing this IA (i.e. the multimodal sta-
tion). Hereafter, we highlight some relevant insights
that tackled the intelligent transportation prediction
systems based on reported reactions.

The following literature is organized in two sec-
tions. The first one reviews some propositions based
on using reinforcement and Q-learning techniques [8-
14]. The second section reviews the propositions based
on using SVM techniques in ITS. As it seems to our
problem context, there is no related work uses SVM
learning algorithm to detect the travel time of each
transport mean and hence predict the best one at each
time (t). As will be seen, the most of these works in
this section is relating to detecting the travel time for
bus and cars on highways based on SVM.

2.1 Q-Learning based Prediction Systems

Q-Learning is typically used in reward based reinforce-
ment learning in different ITS domains. The technique
of arrival time estimation proposed in [8] a prediction
model. This model considered its decision based on
common context for both vehicles and their drivers.
The proposed solution considered an increasing in the
anticipated time of arrival based on some observations
in the traffic flow patterns.

Moreover, the pattern anticipates the vehicles ar-
rival time from the history of the passed routes (i.e.
the whole previous traveled routes). The main weak
point of this model is the lack of consideration either in
backup routes to be used as parallel routes or in emer-
gency situations due to traffic jam. But, this proposal
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is a good solution for ITS tracking systems.
The work in [9, 10] proposed the reinforcement

learning model for the traffic-based control. This is for
the case of classical pre-timed systems in signal control
and the control agents are also independent. Through
the model, the authors implemented the learning sys-
tem for their control agent based on reactions’ rewards
as a closed-loop control agent. This agent will interact
with the environment to converge with the control pol-
icy for learning and achieving an optimal mapping for
the optimal required control action and the environ-
ments state.

Moreover, the authors had been considered in an-
other work [11] the use of the reinforcement learning
approach in a decentralized system. They proposed an
adaptive real-time agent for traffic signal control sys-
tem that ables to minimizing the vehicles total travel
time. Based on accumulated reward, Q-Learning agent
is used to learn the optimal mapping between the en-
vironments state in one side and the corresponding
control action in the other side.

The Q-learning model for traffic control considered
in [11] is based on time varying and stochastic prob-
lems in the traffic flow while in [12], authors investi-
gated the snag of agent-based self-optimization against
multiple polices. They proposed the use of distributed
w-learning reinforcement learning model. The pur-
pose behind this idea applied in self-organized traffic
control systems, is the performance improvement from
multiple policies deployments simultaneously.

But, the work in [13] proposed a prediction model
for the flow of traffic depending on the multi-agent
reinforcement learning. This model is based on multi-
cross roads control for the traffic signal.

Finally, authors in [14] concentrated on the coor-
dination between control agents in order to adapt the
roads traffic signals. Therefore, they propose to use
an independent control agent mode besides an inte-
grated mode merged with reinforcement learning. This
model is capable of solving the agents’ communication
problems. Their results indicate that there is a delay
reduction for the connection travel time according to
their model proposition.

2.2 Classification Systems based SVM

SVM as a supervised machine learning tool that is
based on simple principles, originated from statisti-
cal learning theory [3]. The SVM simplicity is coming
from the applying of simple linear methods on the data
[15].

The accuracy as well as simplicity of the SVM mod-
els are the key for many contributions based on classi-
fication and regression.

In this part, we present the most research directions
that used SVMs in ITS domain as follows:

The first main concern in this direction using SVMs
was focusing on the time prediction for the trip. The
authors in [16-18] introduced different models based
on SVMs to predict the time of each travel on the high-
way routes. While in [19], the authors proposed their

travel time prediction model using the SVM in urban
transport networks.

Other contributions considered SVM for the bus
travel times prediction. In [20], SVM based hybrid
model was introduced for this time prediction. Their
technique was based on combining between the clas-
sical SVM, the Grubbs test method and an adaptive
algorithm.

In [21], a new bus travel time prediction model for
multiple dynamic routes is proposed. The model used
SVM with Kalman filtering technique.

The authors in [22] proposed their time prediction
model for the flow of rail transit passengers in the
city of Beijing using SVR to improve the rail trans-
portation management. They used the PLSR: Partial
Least Squares Regression method to resolve multi co-
linearity among the dependent variables.

Last direction in our study focused on the research
directions in the traffic signs detection or prediction.
In [23-26], the authors developed automatic systems
for either traffic sign detection or recognition using
SVM. Through [26], the authors proposed the use of
SVM as a recognize module to analysis the keep-clear
signs to enhance the traffic management in cities.

Another work [27] was focusing on using SVM for
automatic video based vehicle detection. This is for an
automatic traffic surveillance system based on ITS.

In [28], the authors proposed a design for a long-
haul bus. This device is used for driving safety warning
based on SVM. It is based on classifying the lane de-
parture and forward collision.

To the best of our knowledge, SVM is not used in
any ITS based model to nominate the best traffic mean
or route for passengers to reach specific destination
at time (t) under the context of multi-modal traffic.
In the following section, the proposed model will be
described and the both learning algorithms as well.

3 ITS Proposed Models

3.1 Green Transport Decision System
Model (GTDS)

Usually, passenger(s) arrive to the Transport Station
(TS) for reaching certain destination. Therefore, they
have to decide taking a Route i (Ri) which may in-
cludes one or more transport mean at time (t). Here, a
model for Green Transport Decision System (GTDS) is
proposed for facilitating the passengers travels. GTDS
model nominates the best Ri for passenger(s) based
on Q-learning. The system nominations rely on pas-
sengers reward reactions. In contrasting SVM with
Q-learning, SVM is faster and has a higher accuracy.
Therefore, in this paper SVM is proposed to be used in
the second phase of this work. Figure 1 demonstrated
the model main inputs and the collected reactions as
system feedbacks.
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Figure 1: The main inputs and feedbacks for context-
aware GTDS framework

Stations apply the GTDS model should consider
having multiple routes to the same destination. This is
to provide different nominations at different situations
aspects. According to that, the proposed model is ap-
plied on the departure station called: (Gare De P aris
Montparnasse) and the arrival station called: (Gare De
P aris Nord) as a study use case. The model is simu-
lated by different week days activities (i.e. both week-
end days and work days). The studied period consists
of 25 quarters starting at 7:00 am until 1:00 pm. This
period is intended to contain all the expected traffic
conditions; either the rush hours or the free from traffic
jam situations.

The choice of the best (Ri) is affected by many pa-
rameters, the most relevant are determined in the pro-
posed model and illustrated in Fig. 1. The first factor
is the passengers travel duration to reach the trend-
setting. This factor will be considered taking into ac-
count the respect time for each means of transportation
shown in Figure 2. The curves demonstrated in this
figure have been obtained through the history of each
transportation mean by collecting several observations.
As indicated, the use of metro is more frequent and
comfort than other transport means. The train achieves
rank two and finally the bus. For this parameter which
reflects respecting the arrival time, we are interested
on some statistics which provide a wide sight for how
the transport means follow or not the scheduled times
arrival. This insight comes from the published SNCF
statistics or real time scheduling plan for the transport
means on the on-line site [5].

As clear in Figure 2, the best of the transport means
in respecting the arrival times is the Metro. Even it
may exceed its scheduled arrival times due to the rush
hours. Therefore, when a passenger comes to the sta-
tion and check in to see the best transportation tool
to go to his destination D, the decision system inside
the station uses the reactions from the station D about
previous respecting arrival schedules to update the
immediate reward function r when a passenger tries

to take a transportation mean.

Figure 2: Arrival times respect ratio for the main three
transportation means, the metro comes in the first rank
followed by local train and then bus as worst respect
ratio to arrival on time

By doing so, the decision system firstly tries to op-
timize its future decisions biased from the previous
experience along the day.

Secondly, the travel cost which could affect the sys-
tem decisions. As known, the most of passengers pro-
pose the use of the cheapest transport mean.

Thirdly, if there is a waiting time before catching
the transport mean.

Fourthly, in the travels of multiple transport means,
the connection time is considered as an effecting pa-
rameter.

Fifthly, the comfortability coefficient for the use of
Ri at any time (t). This coefficient reflects the passenger
satisfaction degree of current experience about using
any route Ri. The impact is influenced by the available
free chairs in rush hours comparing to the number of
passengers intend to use this route. Therefore, passen-
gers are more interested of using the more comfortable
transport means. The comfortability reaction of the
passengers is shown in Figure 3. The mentioned pa-
rameters are function of time even the ticket price.
In some countries, ticket cost plan changes along the
week days (i.e. working days and off days). At present,
the major of the world countries became concerned
about the CO2 emission because of the catastrophic
effects on the world climate.

In this contribution, we are interested in adding the
CO2 parameter that affects the selection of the trans-
port means and hence the best route. In France, the
government encourages the people to use the public
transport means to decrease the emission of the CO2
and hence the air pollution. Moreover, France, during
high air pollution days, encourages the use of public
traffic means for free, and prevents the even/odd cars
plate numbers in Paris area.
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Figure 3: Passengers Comfortability Feed-
backs/Reactions, comfort coefficient equal one
(comfort coef=1) represents high satisfaction from
the passengers while the low level equal zero for
unsatisfied trips

3.2 Reinforcement Learning Model

Using reinforcement learning, any T S can learn from
its experience to guide passengers and thus, optimize
its interactions for the future decisions. The mentioned
experience is stated as rewards and sanctions from the
prior taken decisions. This model is initialized at each
T S benefiting from the collected passengers reactions.
When a passenger uses Ri to reach a destination, this
Ri will be rewarded or sanctioned according to these
parameters: the travel time for reaching certain des-
tination, the passengers comfortability reaction, and
finally the travel cost of every Ri. Consequently, each
T S will tune its travel means nominations from its
gained experience.

In this paper, the T S decision problem is formu-
lated as a Markov Decision Problem (MDP), that can be
solved by the reinforcement learning algorithm. The
T S will elects the best Ri for reaching a destination
biased by its experience at each day hour, or another
duration period based on the traffic. Next to that, the
system evaluates itself by assessing the decision taken
as a reward or sanction. TheMDP is defined as a tuple
[i, t,a, r].

• i: stands for the object that is considered in this
study by the route Ri.

• t: stands for the system states set that are consid-
ered in this model by the under-study time shift
periods during the day.

• a: stands for the decisions set that taken by the
T S. In this work, the decisions of the T S are to
nominate the best Ri that can cover the passen-
gers requirements/expectations. Only six possi-
ble Rs between the proposed T Ss are considered
in our use case.

• r: stands for the immediate reward that the pas-
senger will get according to taking decision a.

A Qi(t,a) is an action-state matrix that is formed
to store the gathered reward/sanction for each state

and the action pair of a route Ri at a time (t). Giving
an example to that, this matrix reflects the predicted
reward when takes an action (a) after using the route
Ri at a time (t). The updating function of Qi(t,a) can
be defined by:

Qi(t,a) = (1−α) ∗Qi(t,a) + (1−α) ∗ (ri(t)+

γ ∗maxa′Qi(t + 1, a′) (1)

Where:

• α: indicates the learning rate representing how
fast the Q-values vary corresponding to the dy-
namic users reaction.

• γ : indicates the discount factor. It reflects if the
immediate reward status against the future one.
For the comparison, high value future reward is
more valued than the immediate one.

• ri : indicates the predicted immediate reward
when choosing Ri at a time (t).

• maxa
′Qi(t + 1, a′): represents the maximum pre-

dicted future reward once the system reaches a
state (t + 1) when taking any decision action a.

Furthermore, once a passenger arrives the desired
destination via Ri after the scheduled arrival-time, T S
will get a sanction reaction. While, in case all the Rs are
delayed, bonus is counted to the Rs of the minimum
counted delay time.

ri(t) =
mt
B1(t)

+ (
mc
B2

) +B3(t) +B4(t)

+(B5(t) ∗Comf ortability) +B6(t) +B7 (2)

Where:

• mt is the reference trip duration of all Ri at a
time (t) that represents the minimum travel time
of Ri.

• B1 parameter indicates the travel time due to
catching Ri.

• B2 parameter indicates the ticket price of the Ri
comparative to a mean value (mc) that equals to
one. It is assumed that, the ticket price plan is
fixed during the week-days.

• B3 and B4 are bonus values for the Ri of mini-
mum waiting and connection times respectively.
These parameters are comparative between all
the transport means and takes a value of 1 to
the lowermost times up to 0.5 to the uppermost
times.

• B5 is the passengers satisfaction reaction in per-
centage reflecting the comfortability of using Ri
at time (t). The default value equals to 1 as shown
in Figure 3.
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• B6 is an added bonus to the Rs of low delays com-
paratively between them and on the contrary Ri
of a highest delay has no bonus.

• B7 is an indication to the green transport means
which is preferred to be used than others as it
cause less pollution. This parameter is a bonus
totaled to the Ri of low transport means CO2
emission.

Passengers reactions/feedbacks about the transport
means are collected in real-time as reports. Each pas-
senger is supposed to send his reaction/feedback using
a dedicated simple mobile application that will sup-
ply the Decision System Algorithm DSA(t) shown in
Algorithm 1.

3.3 Support Vector Machine Classifica-
tion

SVM, a supervised machine learning tool, is used for
classifying linear and non-linear dynamic systems.
SVM decisions can be considered for the classification
problems and the regression aspect. The best classi-
fication results from finding the best hyperplane fits
data separation with error free and maximal distance
between the closest vector to that hyperplane.

In this work, SVM is used to distinguish among
two classes. Class one refers to the best route(s) to
certain destination while the other class refers to the
alternative routes that are available for use to the same
destination.

The aim is to find a data separator between the two
mentioned classes whatever linear or non-linear. From
theoretical point of view, linear SVM matches our sce-
nario as it is a question of only two classes. Assuming
the routes data set (i.e. the collected traces) is D as:

D = {(x1, y1), · · · , (xn, yn)},x ∈ Rn, y ∈ (0,1) (3)

Where:

• x is the set of training vectors.

• n is the number of days quarters under study
that is equal to 25 period.

• y is the classs labels.

And the hyperplane is:

〈w,x〉+ b = 0 (4)

Considering a canonical hyperplane [4], where the pa-
rameters w, b are constrained by,

mini |〈w,xi〉+ b| = 1 (5)

The following constraints must be considered for a sep-
arating the canonical hyperplane, which is the most
fitting assumption for non-linear classification,

yi[〈w,xi〉+ b] ≥ 1, i = 1, · · · , l (6)

The distance d(w,b;x) of a point x from the hyperplane
(w,b) is:

d(w,b;x) =
|〈w,xi〉+ b|
‖w‖

(7)

For optimal hyperplane, the margin, ρ has to be
maximized based on the constraints of (6) and given
by:

ρ(w,b) =minxi ,yi=−1d(w,b;xi) +minxi ,yi=1d(w,b;xi)

=
2
‖w‖

(8)

So, the optimal hyperplane, the data separator that
minimizes is:

φ(w) =
1
2
‖w‖2 (9)
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The optimization problem solution of (9) using the
constraints of (6) is given by the saddle point of the
Lagrange function:

φ(w,b,α) =
1
2
‖w‖2 −

l∑
i=1

αi(y
i[〈w,xi〉+ b]− 1) (10)

where α is the Lagrange multiplier that must be mini-
mized with respect to w,b and maximized with respect
to α ≥ 0. This dual problem is given by:

maxαW (α) =maxα(minw,bφ(w,b,α)) (11)

To get the minimum w and b of the Lagrangian, φ is
given by,

∂φ

∂b
= 0⇒

l∑
i=1

αiyi = 0

∂φ

∂w
= 0⇒ w =

l∑
i=1

αiyixi (12)

So, from (10), (11), and (12), the dual problem ex-
pressed by:

maxαW (α) =maxα −
1
2

l∑
i=1

l∑
j=1

αiαjyiyj

〈xi ,xj〉+
l∑
k=1

αk (13)

and the solution of this problem will be given as fol-
lows:

α∗ = arg minα
1
2

l∑
i=1

l∑
j=1

αiαjyiyj〈xi ,xj〉 −
l∑
k=1

αk (14)

where αi ≥ 0, for i = 1, · · · , l.
By solving (14) according to its constraints defines

the Lagrange multipliers then, obtains the optimal sep-
arating hyperplane as well as follows:

w∗ =
l∑
i=1

αiyixi

b∗ = −1
2
〈w∗,xr + xs〉 (15)

where xr and xs are the support vectors from each class
satisfying:

αr ,αs > 0, yr = 0, ys = 1 (16)

and the hard classifier is:

f (x) = sgn(〈w∗,x〉+ b) (17)

The input vectors classification that refer to the routes
parameters can be solved as a nonlinear problem that
fits our case as well. This depends on the input vectors
distribution. For a general form in high dimensional

feature space, lets suppose SVM maps the input vec-
tor x into a high dimensional feature space, z. So, the
optimization problem becomes:

α∗ = arg minα
1
2

l∑
i=1

l∑
j=1

αiαjyiyjK(xi ,xj )−
l∑
k=1

αk (18)

where K is the kernel function for non-linear mapping
into feature space with the same limitations, which
are:

0 ≤ αi ≤ C,i = 1, · · · , l
l∑
j=1

αjyj = 0 (19)

where C is a regularization parameter of the kernel
function and represents the upper bound on the per-
missible values. Solving (18) with its constraints in
(19), resulting the Lagrange multipliers, and a hard
classifier as follows:

f (x) = sgn(
∑
i∈SVs

αiyiK(xi ,x) + b) (20)

where:

〈w∗,x〉 =
l∑
i=1

αiyiK(xi ,x)

b∗ = −1
2

l∑
i=1

αiyi[K(xi ,x) +K(xi ,xr )] (21)

4 Performance Validation

This section demonstrates the proposed GTDS model
performance evaluations. It is evaluated based on us-
ing Q-Learning and SVM learning methods. Matlab
2012 tool is used for the simulation part with the fol-
lowing conditions:

• The model use case under study considers Paris
region in France. The departure station is (Gare
De P aris Montparnasse) and the arrival destina-
tion station is the (Gare De P aris Nord) as the
most two famous stations in this Parisian region.

• The routes Rs available between the source and
destination stations are many but, we processed
and filtered them to form six routes only of closed
results for simple comparisons.

• Time shift under study is divided into two sets.
Set 1 is representing the two days of the week-
end (i.e. Saturday and Sunday) and set 2 is repre-
senting the two selected working days which are
Monday and Friday.

• Time shift under study starts at 7:00 AM till
13:00 PM

• The ticket price of Ri is supposed to be unity and
its value is redeemed comparatively based on the
transport mean used. The route cost is supposed
to be the same as this fits the case in France that
depends on dividing the destinations to zones.
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• The collected traces of travel duration, waiting
and connection times are gathered from the real-
time schedules of the SNCF T ransilien official
site [5].

• The passengers comfortability reac-
tions/feedbacks of the transport means under-
study follows the chart in Figure 3. This com-
prises many parameters such as the capacity, the
design satisfaction, the rate of flow (periodicity),
and the ease of catching each of them.

• The actualCO2 emission is measured in gram per
person of each Ri and gathered from V ianavigo
site [6].

• Number of stops: It is dynamic parameter. Its
value depends on the route combinations that
may comprise a combination of different trans-
port means.

The simulations are categorized in two parts; part
one is concerned about the SVM learning algorithm,
and part two focuses on the Q-learning algorithm. In
part one, the used traces of the determined source and
destination are gathered for two weeks just for a proof
of concept from [5]. We considered the first week traces
as the training set and the second week traces as the
testing set.

After the validation of SVM, the obtained testing
set results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. They
illustrate the SVM accuracy calculated for both the
week-end and working days respectively.

As illustrated in these figures (Figure 4 and Figure
5), the SVM classification accuracy is looking good in
week-end days but has less accuracy in the working
days. These are anticipated results as working days
may have rush hours that influence on choosing the
best route. Despite the results disorder, the system
performs steady as the error is so small that is closed
to one over six.

Figure 4: The output SVM system testing accuracy during week-
end tested days, for the X-axis is represented the time shift from 7:00
AM to 13:00 PM as testing period

Figure 5: The output SVM system testing accuracy during work-
ing tested days, for the X-axis is represented the time shift from 7:00
AM to 13:00 PM as testing period

The second simulation part is concerned to the Q-
learning machine results of choosing the best route Ri.
The same traces and system settings are used for the
Q-learning simulation. This simulation considers two
use cases as follows:

A) The week-end days: it concerns to the delay of
using each transport mean on one of the week-end
days (Saturday) as shown in Figure 6. The use of bus
compared to Metro and Train has the largest delay at
the same day quarter although roads are not easily suf-
fering of congestion during the week-ends. Moreover,
the metros are not far from buses statistics due to their
limited circulations in the weekend days.

B) Working-days: this simulation concerns to one
working day like Friday traffic situation. The highest
rush hours of the day are simulated. Figure 7 shows
each transport mean delay. As clear in the figure, the
use of the bus causes the largest delay with respect to
Metro and Train at the same day quarter due to the
traffic jams on normal routes.

Figure 6: Saturday travel delay due to using either
Metro, Train, or Bus. The hh: is the hour while mm:
represents the minutes part
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Figure 7: Friday travel delay due to using either Metro,
Train, or Bus. The hh: is the hour while mm: represents
the minutes part

Figure 8: The rewards for Q-Learning algorithm based
Saturday testing set. The hh: is the hour while mm:
represents the minutes part

Figure 9: The rewards for Q-Learning algorithm based
Friday testing set. The hh: is the hour while mm: rep-
resents the minutes part

Figure 10: SVM versus Q-Learning algorithms results
for the week-end selected day as Saturday

The results shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 demon-
strate the Q-values which stands for the rewards of the
optional routes of each day quarter on Saturday and
Friday respectively. As clear in the figures, the best
route decision changes with respect to the day quarter
time and routes conditions. These routes are composed
of different two or more traffic means. Therefore, these
figures illustrate that, the recommended routes to be
used along the studied day hours depends on the con-
ditions and delays for each route which is composed
of different connections between the three-transport
means (metro, bus and train).

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the best two routes
suggested by the two proposed machine learning sys-
tems (i.e. SVM and Q-Learning) for Saturday and Fri-
day respectively. As appear in these figures, each learn-
ing algorithm decision is various due to the difference
of the learning technique of both algorithms. Also, due
to the difference of the input parameters weight.And
finally, because SVM is a supervised learning model
but, Q-learning is based on reinforcement learning.

The main purpose from these two figures is to clar-
ify the criteria of each algorithm output and shows
that each algorithm may fits according to certain ap-
plications. If the ITS system is merely in stable with
no fluctuates, SVM would be a perfect fit for these
scenarios. In contrast, Q-learning could suitable for
infrequent cases such as accidents. This is because of
Q-learning depends on conditions of the current col-
lected data in addition to its decision history of the
previous day while SVM depends on the training sets.

5 Conclusions

The framework of route selection in the ITS multi-
modal stations is investigated in this paper using con-
text awareness decision model based on machine learn-
ing tools. Through this work, we used two different
models; the Q-Learning as a reinforcement model and
the SVM as a supervised model.
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Figure 11: SVM versus Q-Learning algorithms results
for the selected work-day as Friday

In the first phase, we built the Q-Learning to select
among six studied routes the best one. After that, we
used SVM model in order to first classify the proposed
routes, second to calculate the model’s accuracy, and
third to predict the best solution for the upcoming
routes. The obtained results from the simulation part
of both approaches indicated the advantages and dis-
advantages for each technique and when (time during
the day or day during the week) or where (according
traffic status) we can use them in ITS stations.

Actually, Q-Learning approach is best choice that
can be used when the ITS system is not stable and sub-
ject to many disturbances while, SVM model is better
used when the ITS system is stable and the variations
over the time in data sets are steady. That is why we
recommend using hybrid solutions to face such cases
when searching the optimal classification based on dif-
ferent time intervals and with green parameters. On
the positive side, ITS will enable the Green Transport
Decision System (GTDS) to decide based on context-
sensitive information the best route, to improve the
efficiency of multimodal stations usage and to reduce
the environmental impacts by including the CO2 ef-
fects.

In the future work, it will be more realistic to fo-
cus on three dimensional model approach that will
consider in addition to user-location; the time. This
spatio-temporal model can be applied in different uni-
versal applications. But, the problem is the difficulty
of having such kind of statistics as it is subject to coun-
try regulations related to security and privacy issues.
However, it can provide a new generation of traffic
flows modeling that will add dynamic, predicative and
adaptive control for multimodal traffic.
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